Portable concrete barrier (Type 60K) consists of a layout of interconnected precast panels of the following types:

- "N" Panels - Notched concrete end at both ends of panel. Majority of panels used for portable (Type 60K) barrier are "N" Panels.
- "T" Panels - Notched concrete end at one end of the panel and a vertical concrete face at the other end of the panel. Used to connect "N" Panels to the "R" Panels.
- "R" Panels - Vertical concrete face at both ends of the panel. Used to connect "N" Panels to "R" Panels and "T" Panels - Notched concrete end at one end of the panel and a vertical concrete face at the other end of the panel. Used to connect "T" Panels to "R" Panels.

For details of "T" and "R" Panels and typical layouts of portable concrete barrier (Type 60K), see Standard Plan A63B.

Connection Plate Configurations Type A and Type B apply to "N", "T" and "R" Panels. The ends of Connection Plate No. 1 overlap the ends of Connection Plate No. 2. The ends of Connection Plate No. 3 overlap the ends of Connection Plate No. 2 and "R" Panels. The ends of Connection Plate No. 3 overlap the ends of "T" Panels. For Details of "T" and "R" Panels and vertical concrete ends of the connection to permanent concrete barrier.

1. Portable concrete barrier (Type 60K) consists of a layout of interconnected precast panels of the following types:
- "N" Panels - Notched concrete end at both ends of panel. Majority of panels used for portable (Type 60K) barrier are "N" Panels.
- "T" Panels - Notched concrete end at one end of the panel and a vertical concrete face at the other end of the panel. Used to connect "N" Panels to the "R" Panels.
- "R" Panels - Vertical concrete face at both ends of the panel. Used to connect "N" Panels to "R" Panels and "T" Panels - Notched concrete end at one end of the panel and a vertical concrete face at the other end of the panel. Used to connect "T" Panels to "R" Panels.

For details of "T" and "R" Panels and typical layouts of portable concrete barrier (Type 60K), see Standard Plan A63B.